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DYADIC KINSHIP TERMS 

FRANCESCA MERLAN AL'ID 

JEFFREY HEATH 

As one part of their overall systems of kinship terminology, many Australian 
languages (including all which we have studied, covering much of the nort�
eastern quadrant of the Northern Territory) have a special set of 'dyadic' 
terms. As we use this term, it does not apply to such expressions as 'my 
father', although this does specify the relationship between two persons 
(the propositus, in this case 'me', and alter or referent); let us call 
such expressions simple or linear kin terms. We also exclude dual forms of 
these linear kin terms, as �n 'my two fathers' (i.e., my true=rither and one 
other classificatory 'father' such as my true FaBr). 

Instead, by dyadic term we have in mind an expression of the type '(pair 
of) brothers' or 'father and child', in which the kinship relationship is 
between the two referents internal to the kin expression. A ylural dyadic 
would be of the type '(three or more) brothers' or 'father(s and children' 
in which there are at least three designated referents but in which there are 
no additional complications in the kinship relationship specified in the 
corresponding dyadic. term. 

This definition of dyadic (and plural dyadic) terms will suffice for 
purposes of initial orientation, but as we will see (and see also the papers 
by McConvel1 and Laughren, this volume), dyadic terms are not always easily 
separable from other kin-term subsystems such as that variously called 
'triangular' or 'shared' kin terms. Indeed, as we will see below for the 
Mara, dyadi� kin terms may intrude functionally into the domain of simple 
(linear) kin terms in interesting ways. 

In this paper we present selected data from languages we have worked on, 
and discuss a number of linguistic and ethnographic issues which these data 
raise. We hope that this discussion will be helpful to fieldworkers and that 
the latter will be encouraged to record and publish data on dyadic terms as 
part of their overall analysis of kin-term systems. 

One immediate question to be attacked arises from the fact that in the 
languages discussed here the dyadic kin terms are monolexemic, each based 
formally on a single stem which is commonly (though not always) identical 
to one of the stems found in the linear kin-term subsystem. We can illustrate 
this point by using the suffix -�, found in the local creole English 
used by Aboriginals as a dyadic suffix with kin terms (perhaps it is from 
together). To construct an expression meaning '(pair of) brothers', we add 
-gija to the stem meaning 'Br'. However, to construct the expression for 
'father and son', we cannot be certain in advance whether the stem meaning 

'Fa' or that meaning 'So' should be used ('Fa'-� or 'So'-�); for 
each language this is a basic empirical question which must be answered for 
each non-self-reciprocal pair. It could also be that both forms exist, perhaps 
with some nuance of meaning changed. On the other hand, some or all of the 
dyadic terms in a given language could be suppletive (based on special stems 
which cannot be identified formally with those stems used in linear terms), 
and this can happen with self-reciprocal as well as non-self-reciprocal 
pairs. 
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Second, the affixal morphology of the dyadic terms must be considered 
vis-�-vis other morphological constructions in the language, especially when 
there is reason to think that the dyadic terms are merely special instances 
of a more general construction with additional functions in the language 
(the dyadic form may be a special subtype of the ordinary dual form, or of 
a 'having' construction also used with non-kin noun stems). 

Third, we must investigate whether the categorial distinctions (leaving 
aside the forms) in the dyadic system are identical to or predictable from 
those seen in the linear kin terms, or whether interesting variations occur 
which might function as evidence for super- or subcategories. 

Fourth, the functions of the dyadic construction in syntax and discourse 
must be discussed. We will see that although dyadic kin terms can function 
as ordinary noun phrases functioning as arguments (subject, direct object, 
etc.) in clauses, it is often more typical for them to occur as (nominal) 
predicates ('they are brothers' ) and/or as parenthetical or appositional 
adjuncts ('John and Bill, brothers, went to the river'). 

The following sections deal with particular languages, and the topics 
just mentioned are worked into these sections. For each language we highlight 
certain of its more interesting or distinctive features rather than 
attempting a complete analysis, hence in each section some of the topics 
just mentioned are not dealt with. 

1. Nunggubuyu. 

This language (spoken now mainly a� Numbulwar Mission at the mouth of the 
Rose River, Arnhem Land Aboriginal Reserve, Northern Territory) is still 
thriving and most of the young speakers are fluent. We will not analyse the 
kinship system in detail, but we can say that it is a type of Aranda (four
line) system with limited Omaha-type patrilineal skewing down across 
generations in the Mo 's and MoMo' s patrilineal lines (hence MoBr = MoBrSo = 

MoBrSoSo, and MoMoBrSo � MoMoBrSoSo = MoMoBrSoSoSo). The dyadic terms are 
partially irregular in form; several are suppletive. It is possibly for this 
reason that the dyadic terms do not seem to be being used very frequently by 
younger speakers; some informants (under thirty) were able to produce them 
when asked, but commented that they were used in 'old people language' . 
(Kin terms from the local English creole are now in fairly common use as 
alternatives to Nunggubuyu linear kin terms, and the dyadic forms with -gija 
plus a creole kin stem are also coming in.) 

We begin by considering dyadic terms in which we discern a stem which is 
identical to the corresponding linear kin term (if the latter is self
reciprocal) or to one of the corresponding linear kin terms (i£ non-self
reciprocal). The term � 'FaFa(Si), (Br)SoCh' is a self-reciprocal term. 
Its dyadic form is a-muri-:l', based on the linear stem-form used with 2nd or - -"'- Cl 
3rd person propositus (�-� ' your FaFa ', �-mu£�-� 'his/her/their FaFa'), 
with prefix a- (actually ang-, allomorph rang- in other forms). The dyadic 
suffix here is -i (-� or -nYij in other�s). The dyadic form means 
'(pair consisting of) FaFa(Si) and (Br)SoCh' ; that is, it refers jointly to 
two persons in the same patriline separated by two generations. The plural 
dyadic form mi-i!-muti-i (with PI prefix mij-) could designate a pair 
consisting of one young person and two other persons in his patriline but 
two generations up (say, his actual FaFa and FaFaSi) , or certain other 
similar groups of three (or more) persons in the mu:£i relationship to each 
other. 

Other cases in which we have a self-reciprocal linear kin term and in 
which the dyadic expression is based on the same stem are those involving 
(strong) respect-avoidance relationships: nganja+-� 'pair consistine of a 
person and his/her nganja+ (MoMoBrSo, i.e., potential WiMoBr) '; n

g
annoalhi-i 

' pair consisting of a person and his/.her nganngalha (actual or intended 
mother-in�1aw) , . 
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For another in-law relationship characterised by a reduced level of respect 
behaviour, that between same-sex siblings-in-law (WiBr and SiHu, HuSi and 
BrWi), the dyadic form is �-ngunymanji. The stem here is difficult to 
segment and analyse even etymologically, but we appear to have something 
like *�(ng)-nguj-manji with a distinct dyadic suffix allomorph *-manji 
and a root related to the 2nd and 3rd person propositus (�ossessor) forms 
of the linear term, �a-ngujbaj 'your WiBr, etc.' and �-n ujba-yung 'his 
WiBr, etc.'. 

Other self-reciprocal categories show suppletive dyadic forms. For 
siblings we have dyadic ni-gama-nYij 'pair of brothers; brother and sister' 
and ngari-yama-nYij 'pair of sisters'; the £/y alternation is regular and 
the only difference is in the gender-marking derivational prefixes (these 
are not the same as the regular inflectional noun-class prefixes, which can 
be prefixed to the above forms). Note that even though the stem here is 
suppletive (unrelated to stems used in linear terms meaning 'Br' and 'Si', 
namely muruyung 'my Br+ or Si+', munYunYung 'my Br- or Si-', and root 
-lhari- in all forms with 2nd/3rd person propositus), we can still analyse 
the semantic patterning because of the distribution of the two dyadic forms. 
The 'M' (masculine) form is used not only for an all-male cast but also for 
mixed M-F pairs; the 'F' (feminine) form is used only for all-female pairs. 
This treatment of mixed gender as 'M' is in agreement with the Nunggubuyu 
treatment of mixed gender in concord and cross-reference; we shall see that 
in some languages this is not the case. 

The other self-reciprocal category is 'Sp' (spouse), 1st person linear term 
guigu but suppletive dyadic ali-� 'husband-and-wife couple'. (Other linear 
terms are 2nd person a�nginaj 'your Hu' and ra-ngarinaj 'your Wi', and 3rd 
person a�ngina-yung 'her Hu' and �-ngarina-yung 'his Wi', likewise unrelated 
to the stem in the dyadic form.) 

In the non-self-reciprocal kin categories, if the dyadic form is 
·transparent (not suppletive) we have to find out which of the two logically 
possible forms occurs (e.g., 'Fa'-� or 'Ch'-gija in our creole example). 
If the dyadic furm is suppletive we cannot make a formal stem correlation 
of this type, but we may be able to deduce a structural asymmetry by examining 
the semantics of the dyadic term carefully. 

One of the transparent examples is ngawu-Y!i 'pair consisting of FaS� 
and BrCh', where the stem is the same as that in the 1st person form nOawuy 
'my/our FaSi' and is unrelated to the reciprocal kin terms ni-� 'my/our 
BrSo or man's So', ngari-E 'my/our BrDa or man's Da'. Note that the sex of 
the senior relative (FaSi) is specified, while that of the junior relative 
is not. Other transparent dyadic forns involving non-self-reciprocal pairs 
are also based on the term for the senior relative and, if the latter is 
specified for sex, requires that the senior relative be of that sex; the 
examples involve the categories 'MoFa(Si)', 'Mo', 'MoMo(Br)', and 'Fru�oBrCh 
( = potential WiFa or WiFaSi) , . 

In the other cases of non-self-reciprocal pairs, the use of suppletive 
stems makes it impossible directly to identify the stem with that of a 
particular linear kin term. The examples are these: a�-nYij 'Fa and Ch', 
ngali-j!i 'MoBr and SiCh', and �-nYij 'Fru�(Br) and (Si)SoCh'. Since 
the latter is based on the reciprocal relationship between mu:mu 'Fru�o(Br)' 
and ga:mbinYinY 'SiSoCn, woman's SoCh', with both senior and junior unspeci
fied for sex, there is no possibility of identifying semantic patterns in 
the dyadic form which would point to asymmetry. (Perhaps etymologically 
�-nYij is related to mu:mu, cf. the shared syllable -mu-, but the ra
initial has a tap r, not approximant r, and so cannot be identified with - CT -
2nd/3rd person prefix �-, which in any event is not used with the 
paradigm in question.) 

In the other two cases, however, the senior relative is specified for sex 
in the relevant linear kin terms, the 1st person forms being baba 'my/our 
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Fa' and bibi 'my/our MoBr', respectively. The junior terms are specified 
for sex of linking relative in the senior generation and also for sex of 

a 

referent: ni-� '(man's) So; BrSo', nOari-L!. '(man's) Da; BrDa'; maIig 
'(Si)Ch; (woman's) Ch' (the latter unspecified for sex of referent in 
1st person form shown, but specified for sex in the 2nd/3rd person forms 
such as 2nd person ni-maIig 'your (Si)So' and ngari-marig 'your (Si)Da', 
with special derivational noun-class prefixes). Even leaving aside the 
neutralisation of referent sex in the 1st person form ma�ig, the usage of 
the dyadic forms shows that the senior category is the one which determines 
the range of possible referent pairs designated by the dyadic term. For 
example, a form whose semantic range includes the pair 'Fa and So' could, 
in principle, be extended in either or both of two ways. First, it could be 
extended to cover the pair 'FaSi and BrSo', since the linear term for 
'(woman's) BrSo' is identical to that for '(man's) So' (ni-�). Alterna
tively, the form could be extended to mean 'Fa and Da', since '(boy's) Fa' 
and '(girl's) Fa' are called by th'e same linear term. The third possibility 
is that both extensions could be applied, so that a single dyadic form 
could mean 'Fa and So', 'Fa and Da', 'FaSi and BrSo', or 'FaSi and BrDa', 
representable as 'Fa(Si) and (Br)Ch'. In fact, the second possibility is 
the one attested in Nunggubuyu: a�-nYij is the dyadic form if and only if 
the junior relative calls the senior relative baba 'Fa' (cf. ngawu-lii 
'FaSi and BrCh', cited earlier). This shows that the suppletive dyadic form 

a�-nYij, though not formally identifiable with ba�a 'Fa' or any of its 
other linear forms (the 2nd/3rd person forms are based on the stem ni-nYara-), 
nonetheless is tied semantically to the (senior) category 'Fa'. The-Same--
is true of ngali-i!i 'MoBr and SiCh' (cf. rigi-i 'Mo and Ch,).2 

We must pause to specify more carefully what we mean by seniority here. 
We are talking about the unmarked or focal relationship between two 
reciprocal categories, not the actual relative age or even generation of 
two individuals in a given case. Thus 'Fa' is senior to '(man's) Ch' in the 
sense that the most salient relationships designated in this fashion involve 
an age and generational advantage to 'Fa'. However, because of the way kin 
terms are extended, a person could have a classificatory 'Fa' who is younger 
than him or her and who is in a lower generation. In such cases the dyadic 
term is the same as it is in the unmarked c�se. Note also that the great 
majority of dyadic relationships are thus asymmetrical on the senior/junior 
axis (the Omaha skewing means that cross-cousin is classified as 'Mo' or 
'MoBr', and HoMoBrSoCh as 'MoMoBrCh'), so that only relationships be tween 
siblings, spouses, and siblings-in-law are intragenerational in terms of the 
dyadic system. 

There is no space to push our analysis of Nungg�buyu any farther, but we 
can at least hint at the kinds of things which could be done. First, we can 
subdivide the various dyadic categories on some (perhaps formal) ground and 
then try to 'map' the subgroups onto the kinship system in some ethnographi
cally meaningful way. We could distinguish suppletive from transparent dyadic 
terms and try to generalise how they pattern with respect to patrilines, 
respect or familiarity toward various kinsmen, etc. In the case of transparent 
dyadic terms we could identify those most closely based on 1st person 
propositus forms ('my/our . .. ') vs. those based on 2nd/3rd person forms, and 
again try to account for how these map across the kinship categories. Turning 
to discourse and syntax, we would point out that the dyadic terms are used 
sparingly even by older people and that, especially for non-self-reciprocal 
pairs, it is customary to present both kin terms (in 3rd person form) as 
they are introduced, so that one or the other of these terms can be repeated 
later for purposes of referential specification. 
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2. MaIlarayi. 

Our discussion of the linear kin terms can be abbreviated here since further 
particulars are given elsewhere (Merlan, this volume). In Table 1 we present 
the full set of dyadic terms with their reduplicated plural forms; the 
glosses are simplified and merely exemplify the kin categories involved. 
Some of the affinal categories at the bottom of the table can be considered 
specially marked subcategories of more general, genealogically defined kin 
categories listed higher in the table (e.g., gambu�a is a subcategory of 
the 'Mo' or 'MoBr' category); we omit details. 

The dyadic terms are based on linear kin terms with the addition of suffix 
-li (becoming -l! after stops as in yirag-l!). In the non-self-reciprocal 
pairs in which the two categories are normally in distinct generations, the 
senior kin term is used in the dyadic expression (seniority is determined 
as in Nunggubuyu). Thus for 'Fa and Ch' we get ba�a-yi, based on baca 'Fa'. 
The table shows a variant yirag-l! for the same dyadic category. This is 
based on yirag, which is used in the avoidance (respect) style of speech 
instead of �, and yirag-l! is thus used for 'Fa and Ch' when one of the 
two persons referred to is in an avoidance relationship with the speaker or 
addressee in a given instance. 

The sibling terms (linear) are as follows: wawa '(man's) Br+'; yaba 
'(man's) Br-, (woman's) Si- or Br'; baba '(man's) Si, (woman's) Si+' (see 
Figure 2 in Merlan's paper on egocentric/altercentric reference, this volume). 
The semantics are somewhat complex and depend on sex of propositus as indi
cated by the parenthetical stipulations, but observe that the reference of 
� must be male (i.e., Br) and that of baba must be female (i.e., Si), 
while yaba is applicable to referents of either sex. The dyadic expressions 
are shown in Table 1 and reduce the various combinations to just two forms 
in which relative age (shown by + or - in the glosses just given) is 

gloss 

Fa and Ch (ordinary) 
" " " (avoidance) 
FaFa(Si) and (Br)SoCh 
FaSi and BrCh 
Mo and Ch 
MoFa(Si) and (Br)DaCh 
MoBr and SiCh 
MoMo(Br) and (Si)DaCh 
cross-cousins 
Br and Br 
Si and Br/Si 
WiFa and DaHu 
Hu and Wi 
SpFa and ChSp 
SpFaSi and BrChSp 
MoMoBrCh and FaSiDaCh 

TABLE 1 

MaIprayi 

dyadic form 

baq.a-yi 
yirag-ji 
mu;-i-wa-yi 
yilambup-yi 
qala-yi 
jabjab-j i 
gUl'}gu-yi 
gagag-ji 
mif\jari-yi 
wawa-yi 
baba-yi 
baraqali-yi 
galqbam-yi 
maya�a-yi 
gambu�a-yi 
gaI,lji-yi 

plural dyadic form 

baq.aq.a-yi 
yirirag-ji 
mu�i�i-wa-yi 
yililambura-yi 
qalala-yi or qalaqala-yi 
jabjabjab-ji 
gUIlguqgu-yi 
gagagag-ji 
mHtj imitij ari-yi 
wawawa-yi 
bababa-yi 
bararaIpli-yi 
gall'}bambam-yi 
maya�ar;a-yi 
gambambu�a-yi 
ga"Q.ja"Q.ji-yi 

Note: Dyadic (and linear) forms-of the stems maya�a and gambura 
are used infrequently. For non-self-reciprocal relations involving 
generational differences, the stems used in the dyadic forms 
above are regularly those representing the senior member. 
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disregarded: �-� 'Br and Br' and baba-� 'Si and Br/Si'. Unlike the 
Nunggubuyu counterparts, here mixed gender is merged with the all-female 
form (but note that here we are dealing with choice of stem while in 
Nunggubuyu we are dealing with derivational gender-marking prefixes) . 
The choice of � and baba (but not yaba) as bases for the dyadic terms 
suggests a preference for stems which explicitly mark sex of referents, 
and of the two (wawa and baba) it appears (from the treatment of mixed-gender 
forms) that the 'Si' term baba is unmarked. (Note that even as a linear kin 
term wawa is rather highly marked semantically, requiring male propositus 
as well as male referent and also requiring that the referent be older than 
propositus.) 

The plural dyadic forms in the table apply, as usual, to groups of three 
or more persons related to each other in the fashion indicated. Morphologi
cally, plural dyadic terms are formed by reduplication, typically an 
'internal' reduplication (as in yirag-ll becoming yirirag-ll) . This process 
is found in other nouns in this language and is not a specific morphological 
feature of dyadic kin terms; cf. waqgij 'child' (not a kin term) , redupli
cated plural wa3gaqgij 'children'. 

In this language the dyadic suffix -� (-ll) is identical with a suffix 
added to other kinds of nouns creating a 'having X' derivative (where X 
represents the noun) . Thus gugu 'water', derivative �-� 'having water' 
(hence 'drenched/filled with water', etc.) . The sense is that of accompani
ment or temporary possession. Such forms can be inflected like other nouns 
(and can take plural reduplication, for reference to two or more objects) , 
but often are best described as manner adverbs, or as loosely-linked noun
phrase modifiers. �NO examples: 

(1) Mayawa �ugu-qugu-yi wur-ga-ni 0-bega-0. 
now having water (redup.) 3Du took 3Sg tobacco 
'Now they (Du) were carrying the tobacco, drenched with water.' 

(2) Wirilmayin qir-bu-b qabaranwa baqgal-yi. 
goanna we hit 3Sg two having egg 
'He and I killed two goannas with (i.e., who had) eggs.' 

In (2), dual number is not marked on 'goanna' or 'having egg (s) " or even 
in the object marker in the verb, since there is an overt numeral 'two'. 

The apparent formal identity of dyadic kin terms with these 'having' 
constructions raises the question whether the dyadic kin terms really ought 
to be considered just an instance of this more general construction. In its 
strong form, this would mean that somet.hing like �-� 'Fa and Ch' should 
be reinterpreted to mean 'having Fa' (i.e., indicating that the referent, 
here the Ch, is accompanied by or has in his possession his Fa) . 

This analysis is untenable and can be shown to be false on simple syntactic 
grounds. If baqa-yi meant 'having Fa' and were syntactically identical to 
forms like qugu-� 'having water', it should be semantically singular (if 
just one Ch is involved) , or semantically dual or plural (if and only if 
more than one Ch is involved) . In fact, however, baqa-yi refers jointly to 
the Fa and his Ch in a way not found with forms like 9ugu-�, and baQa-yi 
is cross-referenced by a dual pronominal form when there is exactly one Fa 
and one Ch. (It is possible that a case could be found in which baQa-� 
does mean 'having Fa', e.g., to indicate non-orphan status, but if so this 
is a distinct construction which should not be confused with dyadic kin 
terms.) An analysis of dyadic terms as 'having' expressions would be more 
tenable if one could say 'having Ch' when the Fa is the reference point, 
contrasting with 'having Fa' from the Ch's viewpoint, but in fact the only 
dyadic expression for this pair is baQa-zi with the stem for 'Fa'. It is 
quite possible that dyadic kin terms are etymologically related to or iden
tical with 'having' expreSSions, but if so they have evolved and become 
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specialised (syntactically, though not formally) and the two should not be 
confused synchronically. (See below, however, for the Mara.) 

Additional comments on the syntax of Maqarayi dyadic kin terms are given 
near the end of this paper. 

3. Dhuwal. 
This is one of the Yuulngu languages of northeastern Arnhem Land; see 
Heath (this volume) for a general discussion of the kin-term systems. 

The dyadic forms involve a suffix -?manYji which is not used in Dhuwal in 
other senses. (In Ritharngu, a neighboring Yuulngu language, -manYji� is 
the regular Du suffix for nouns, and a distinct suffix, -ko?, is used in 
dyadic kin terms.) 

The basic kin terms of Dhuwal are normally non-self-reciprocal, so we 
must make choices between the two reciprocal linear stems in each dyadic 
form (there is no suppletion). In this language there is no simple rule for 
choosing be tween the 1:'".olO reciprocal linear terms in forming the dyadic term 
(such as 'use the senior kin term'). The attested forms are shown in Table 2. 

Some of the patterns are familiar from our previous sections. The pattern 
for sibling dyadic terms is like that in Maqarayi, and in both languages 
stems (rather than gender-marking affixes) are involved. In the case of 
sibling dyadic terms, the all-female term is extended to the mixed-gender 
case, but note that in the case of spouses ('Hu and Wi') the male term 
'Hu' is the basis for the dyadic form. 

Heath was unable to elicit dyadic terms for 'FaMo' (mu:mu) or 'FaNoBr/MoFa' 
(ngathi), but the other grandparental categories are represented in the data. 
In the linear kin-term system, FaFa (ma:�i or ma:�i-?mungu) is only optionally 
dis tinguished from MoMoBr (ma q:i) , though there are addi tional linguis tic 
mechanisms for differentiating them when necessary. In the dyadic system, 
the two are distinguished by using the senior term ma:Ii only for the pair 
'FaFa(Si) and (Br)SoCh', and by using the junior reciprocal term guthara 
'SiDaCh, (woman's) DaCh' in the dyadic form for 'MoMo(Br) and (Si)DaCh'. 

gloss 

FaFa(Si) and (Br)SoCh 
Mo Mo (Br) and (Si)DaCh 
WiMoMoBr and SiDaDaHu 
WiMoMo and DaDaHu 
MoMoBrWiBr and SiHuSiDaCh 
Fa and Ch 
FaSi and BrCh 
MoMoBrSo and FaSiDaCh 
WH10 and DaHu 

Mo and Gh 
MoBr and SiCh 

or 

TABLE 2 

Dhuwal 

dyadic ten: 
ma:;-i-?manYji 
guthara-?manYji 
ngathiwalku:r-?manYji 
mumalkU};-?manY j i 
garmala-?manYji 
ba:pa-?1D.anYfi 
mu:kul-?man ji 
maralku:r-?manYji 
gurung-?manYji 
mu:kul-?manYii 
nga:I).q.i-?manYji 
�:laku-?many j i 

Br and Br 
Si and Br/Si 
Hu and Wi 

or gawal-?manYji 
wa:wa-?manYji 
yapa-?manYji 
dhuway-?manYji 

based on (linear term) 

ma:ri 'FaFa(Si)/MoMo(Br)' 
guthara '(Si)DaCh' 

a 

nOathiwalkur 'WiMoMoBr' 
mumalkur 'Wli�Mo' 
garmala·'MoMoBrWiBr' 
ba:pa 'Fa' 
mu:kul 'FaSi, HiMo' 
ma�alku� 'MoMoBrSo' 
gurung 'DaHu (=FaSiDaSo)' 
mu:kul 'FaSi, WiMo' 
nga:"Qq.i 'Mo' 
waku 'SiGh' 
gawal 'MoBr' 
wa:wa 'Br+' 
yapa 'Si' 
dhuway 'Hu' 

Note: As usual, terms with spouse or affinal glosses have 
genealogically as well as affinally determined referents. 
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A similar o��ortunistic (disambiguating) use of junior stems is seen in 
dyadic forms for the categories 'FaSi' and 'WD�o (=MoMoBrDa), , which in the 
linear system are merged as mu:kul (optionally differentiated by additional 
adjuncts). The reciprocal of 'FaSi' (a non-avoidance relationship) is ga:thu 
'BrCh' (also '(man's) Ch'), while that of 'WiMo' is gurung '(woman's) DaHu 
(=FaSiDaCh), . In the dyadic system, mu:kul-?manYji most often means 'FaSi 
and BrCh' (based on senior term), while gurung-?manYji means 'WiMo and DaHu' 
(based on iunior term). (The distinction between the two dyadic terms is not 
rigorous, �ince mu:kul-?manYji is attested once in the latter sense.) 

In the case of 'MoBr and SiCh', both of the forms shown (one based on 
'MoBr' and one based on the junior reciprocal 'SiCh') are attested at least 
twice in texts and both are therefore clearly in use. One feature of this 
relationship is that 'SiCh' is a kin category which includes referents who 
can be considered potential WL�oBr to Ego (a crucial relationship since a 
woman's MoBr plays a major role in bestowing her on a Hu). If a man's SiSo 
bestows his (SiSo's) SiDa on the man (e.g., as a second or third Wi), he 
(SiSo) is then functionally the same as mafalkuf 'MoMoBrSo (primary poten
tial WiMoBr) '. In a social sense, then, the senior/junior relationships 
which we expect between a man and his SiSo may be complicated or reversed, 
and it is not surprising to find some instability in the dyadic forms. 

In the remaining relationships the senior term is the one used in the 
dyadic form (e.g., 'Fa', 'MO', 'WiMoMo'). Note also that for 'Br and Br' 
the form is based on 'Br+' (not 'Br-', yukuyuku). Perha�s the use of 'Hu' 
rather than 'Wi' in the spouse dyadic form is related to the fact that in 
traditional times men were normally much older than their wives because 
of the difference in ages at which men and women were married. 

In view of the intricacies of this system, it should be pointed out that 
some of the more uncommon dyadic terms shown in the table were obtained only 
in elicitation from one or two informants (though about seven dyadic terms 
are attested in texts and some others were obtained from several informants). 
More work on this language (which also has some dialectal variants) and 
those closely related to it in the Yuulngu group will undoubtedly reveal 
further complications and variations. 

4. tjalakan. 

This language is now spoken around Roper Valley cattle station, roughly 
between the Ngalkbon-Dalabon (see Alpher's paper on Dalabon duals, this 
volume) and the Ma�arayi (already treated); it is not very far from the 
Nunggubuyu (see above) or from the Mara (see below). The basic kin terms are 
shown in Figure 1, and the dyadic terms in Table 3. 

Examining the dyadic terms, we find that in three out of four combinations 
for dyads separated by two generations (i.e., grandparent and grandchild) 
the choice of stem is unproblematic since the linear terms are self-recipro
cal. In the fourth case we find that the junior stem (man's DaCh) is used in 
the dyadic form. This does not seem to involve generation asymmetry in 
favour of junior categories, though; it is probably just a device for 
permitting the distinction be�Neen �-go? and wawaya-ko? If all forms 
were based on the senior linear term these two would be merged as memem-go? 

When the two members of the dyad differ by one generation, in some cases 
we find fluctuation between choice of senior and junior terms in the dyadic 
form. We can see this with 'FaSi and BrCh' (marke-� or �-ko?) and with 
'MoBr and SiCh' (gayka-� or oamu-ko�). Semantically, the choice corres
ponds approximately to the difference between 'a woman and her brother's 
child' and 'a man and his father's Sister', for example. That is, marke-� 
and �-ko? are both dual and can be used to denote the same pair of indivi
duals, but achieve this denotation from distinct perspectives, each focusing 
on one particular member of the dyad and then relating the other member to 
him or her. Thus, at least in certain categories, tjalakan dyadic terms have 
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FIGURE 1 

�alakan Linear Kin Terms 

generation 

2A 

lA { 
o 

FaFa's line 

q.uq.u 
'FaFa(Si) , 

marke 
'FaSi' 

mokol 
'Fa' 

yapa 
'�Si, �Si+' 

gaka 
'OBr-, �Br, �Si-' 

buypu 
'3'Br+ ' 

lD { ge 
'6'Ch, �BrCh' 

gaya 
'6'BrCh' 

2D dudu 
'3'S�Ch, BrSoCh' 

MoFa's line 

memem 
'MoFa(Si) , 

manat} 
'Mo' 

gayka 
'MoBr' 

gindar 
'MoB�Ch' 

man at} 
'MoBrSoDa' 

gayka 
'MoBrSoSo' 

MoMoBr's line 

gowko 
'MoMo(Br) , 

balak 
'MoMoBrDa/\.JiMo' 

jobal 
'HoMoBrSo/WiJ.'1oBr' 

gowko 
'MoMoBrSoCh' 

balak 
'MoMoBrSoSoDa' 
jobal 

'MoMoBrSoSoSo' 

wawaya gowko 
'ODaCh, BrDaCh' '�DaCh, SiDaCh' 

TABLE 3 

FaMoBr's line 

memem 
'FaHo(Br) , 

joy 
'WiFa' 

jamin 
, spouse' 
Ijoy 

'Si-in-law' 
wulukur? 

'Br-in-law' 
namu 

'iCh, 3'SiCh' 

gaya 
'�SiCh ' 

memem 
'�SoCh, 5iSoCh' 

�alakan Dyadic Terms 

gloss (simplified) 
FaFa(Si) and (Br)SoCh 
MoMo(Br) and (Si)DaCh 
FaMo(Br) and (Si)SoCh 
MoFa(Si) and (Br)DaCh 
FaSi and BrCh 

Fa and Ch 
Mo and Ch 
MoBr and SiCh 

dyadic form 
q.uq.u-ko? 
gowko-go? 
memem-go? 
wawaya-ko? 
marke-go? 

or ge-ko? 
mokol-go? 
mana-ko? 
gayka-go? 

or 
person and Ch of same-sex sibling 
MoMoBrSo and FaSiDaCh 

q.amu-ko? 
gaya-ko? 
jobal-ko? 
balak-o? 
joy-ko? 
giI,l�ar-ko? 
rJ°y-ko? 
wulukur?-go? 
buypu-go? 
yapa-go? 
jamin-go? 

MoMoBrDa and FaSiDaCh 
Fa-in-law and So-in-law 
cross-cousins 
woman and BrHi 
man and SiHu 
Br and Br 
Si and Br/Si 
spouses 

based on (linear category) 

(self-reciprocal) 
(self-reciprocal) 
(self-reciprocal) 
(Br) DaCh 
FaSi 
BrCh 
Fa 
Mo 
MoBr 
SiCh 
Ch of same-sex sibling 
MoMoBrSo 
MoMoBrDa 
Fa-in-law (WiFa) 
(self-reciprocal) 
Si-in-law 
Br-in-law 
OBr+ 
3'si, �Si+ 
(self-reciprocal) 
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semantic and syntactic possibilities not shared by the other languages, 
which (with some marginal exceptions in Dhuwal) normally either have supple
tive dyadic forms or permit only one choice of kin-term stem for each dyadic 
relationship. 

Sibling dyadic terms follow the pattern seen earlier in Maqarayi and 
Dhuwal. The sibling-in-law terms show only slight variations which we will 
not go into here. Further remarks on syntax are presented in section 6, 
below. 

5. Mara. 

This language is spoken on the Gulf coast south of the Nunggubuyu and 
roughly east of the Maqarayi (separated from both of them by one or two other 
linguistic groups). In Mara the study of dyadic terms is not merely an adjunct 
to, rather a central component of, the analysis of 'basic' (linear) kin 
terms. For in this language some 'basic' kin terms are, in some or all para
digmatic forms, not linear at all; the dyadic forms are the only ones which 
exist for some categories. 

We specify 'in some or all paradigmatic forms' because Mara kin categories 
are expressed by several stems in either suppletive or derivational rela
tionships to each other. Basically, there is a form for each propositus 
(1st, 2nd, and 3rd persons), plus a special vocative form. These four basic 
stem forms can be further elaborated by more or less regular mechanisms 
to make further specifications of referent gender and number and of proposi
tus gender and number (such propositus categories being expressed by 
optionally juxtaposed possessive pronouns). We will worry merely about the 
four basic stem forms. Noun-class/case prefixes, shown here in the absolutive 
case, are zero for M and £- for F. 

An example of a complete paradigm is this set of forms for 'FaSi': vocative 
ba�a�a!, REFI �-ba�a9a, REF2 �-mari-mar, and REF3 �-mari-qanja. In this case 
the vocative and REFI (Ist-person-possessor referential form) share a common 
stem and differ only in the absence of F prefix n- in the vocative (and of 
course in intonation). The REF2 and REF3 forms share a second stem -mari-
and are distinguished from each other by special suffixes (used only with 
kin terms) specifying 2nd person (-mar) or 3rd person (-qanja) propositus. 
This particular split, vocative and REFl vs. REF2/REF3' is reasonably common, 
but there are some categories where additional splits occur or where the 
split occurs in a different location. In those cases where a formally dyadic 
term is used in place of a nonexistent linear term, this replacement may 
involve all four of these functions (vocative, REFI, REF2, REF3), or it may 
involve just certain paradigmatic forms. 

Before discussing such overlapping between the linear and dyadic systems, 
let uS look at the full set of dyadic terms recorded, all of which can 
minimally be used to designate pairs of individuals as in the other languages 
we have considered (Table 4). 

In the right-hand column of the table we indicate which linear stem (if 
any) the dyadic form is based on formally. If the linear forms are unrelated 
to the stem seen in the dyadic form, the word 'suppletive' appears in the 
relevant point in this column. On the other hand, if there are gaps in the 
linear subsystem for a given kin category, so that the 'dyadic' term must 
also be used to fulfill the functions normally carried out by linear terms, 
the word 'intrusive' appears in the right-hand column. (We do not specify 
in this table Whether the dyadic form is used in all four linear functions 
or just some of them.) 

In the dyadic subsystem we find a small number of morphologically unanalys
able forms (jaw1l1a, narja�a, mayguta, miyalgay), but we also find two iden
tifiable cons.tructions. First, there is a airly transparent formation invol
ving stem-reduplication and addition of suffix -�; there are five clear 
examples and a sixth (�ili-yiliqa) which lacks the -�, apparently because 
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it already has one syllable more than the others. This is formally identical 
to the 'having' construction, seen in � 'water', �-�-� 'having 
(10 ts of) water'. Of the six dyadic kin terms of this type, two are based 
on self-reciprocal linear terms, and the other four show the stem for the 
junior member of the relationship (in three cases this is a grandchild 
term). In a sense, this violates the generalisation made above for several 
languages that the term for the senior member is generally used in the 
dyadic form. However, we could argue that the dyadic form, to the extent 
that it still functions as a 'having' expression (hence 'having a grandchild' 
and so forth), is adopting the perspective of the senior member. 

Still, these dyadic expressions are treated, semantically and syntacti
cally, as dual nouns. Although the formal connection between these parti
cular dyadic forms and the 'having' construction continues to be quite 
apparent, we must once again (as with Ma�arayi) distinguish the two in a 
synchronic grammar. 

The other analysable construction in Table 4 is not quite so apparent. 
There are several dyadic forms which end in -ra or -gara. Synchronic segmen
tation is problematic, but some of the stems occur in nearby languages as 
linear terms without the -(�)� and there is thus reason to believe that 
this is segmentable as a dyadic suffix at least etymologically. 

The distribution of the 'having'-type and -(�)ra dyadic forms is an 
obvious issue. We may observe that the former is used a) for all pairs 
separated by two generations (grandparent/grandchild), and b) in other cases 
only within patrilineal lines (sibling�, FaBr+ and Br-Ch). The -(�)� is 
used in a number of pairs separated by zero or one generation, mostly not 
within pa.t:r:ilineal lines (the possible exception being wara 'Fa(Si) and 
(Br)Ch', used most often for actual Fa and Ch, if indeed this is to be 
segmented as *wa-ra). In general, we can say that the 'having'-type dyadic 
form is used for relationships which are asymmetrical on the senior/junior 
axis but involve relatively relaxed or familiar social behaviour. On the 
other hand, the -(�)ra and unanalysable (suppletive) types, broadly 
speaking, involve the more authoritarian parental relationships along with 
the primary spouse and affinal relationships, which are often characterised 

gloss 

FaFa(Si) and (Br)SoCh 
MoFa(Si) and (Br)DaCh 
Mo Mo (Br) and (Si)DaCh 
FaMo(Br) and (Si)SoCh 
Fa(Si) and (Br)Ch 
FaBr+ and Br-Ch 
Mo and Ch 
MoBr and SiCh 
MoMoBrSo and FaSiDaCh 

MoMoBrDa and FaSiDaCh 
WiFa and DaHu 
spouses 
Br-Wi "and HuBr+ 
HuSi and BrWi 
WiBr and SiHu 
siblings 

TABLE 4 

Mara Dyadic Terms 

dyadic term 

mu:;-i-mu:;-i-ya 
gamb-ambir-ya 
gaI}g-aItgu.l.-ya 
q.ili-yiliIta 
wara 
biQi-wir;ti-ya 
ga�ijgara 
magara 

{jaWula 
narja�a 
narja�a 
�ambargara 
maygu-l-a 
miyaqgay 
ma�gigara 
qumbaI}-ara 
Q.aju-gaju-ya 

based on (linear term) 

(self-reciprocal) 
(Br)DaCh 
(Si)DaCh 
(Si) SoCh 
suppletive 
(Self-reciprocal) 
suppletive 
suppletive 
intrusive 
MoMoBrSo 
MoMoBrDa 
ltliFa 
intrusive 
intrusive 
intrusive 
elder Br-in-law 
Sb-
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by institutionalised patterns of behaviour and sentiment. 
The patterns by which the intrusive dyadic forms in Table 4 spill over 

into the domain of linear kin terms are sensitive to these social factors 
as well. However, a relatively small number of dyadic terms are used regu
larly as simple kin terms, and they are limited to spouse and affinal 
relationships (excluding, for example, parent/child pairs) . This can be 
seen by perusing Table 4'3noting the presence of the label 'intrusive' 
in the right-hand column. 

The intrusive forms are each used as simple kin terms in at least some 
of the four �asic paradigmatic functions mentioned earlier, for both of the 
(reciprocal) kin categories involved. For example, mayguta 'Hu and Wi' 
is intrusive since it occurs in forms for 'Hu' as well as in forms for 'Wi'. 
The dyadic term 'brothers-in-law' ('WiBr and SiHu', the penultimate form 
in Table 4) is not labeled 'intrusive' in the table since it does not 
intrude into the basic term domain for both of the reciprocal categories 
('elder Br-in-law', 'younger Br-in-law') . As it happens, though, dyadic 

gumbaQara does spill over into one of the two basic paradigms, as the REF3 
form for 'elder Br-in-law'. Similarly, tambargara 'WiFa and DaHu' is not 
labeled 'intrusive' in the table, but the dyadic form is used in most of the 
basic forms for 'WiFa', and it is not used for ' (man's) DaHu' for the simple 
reason that there is no specific designation for this category (it being 
normally subsumed under 'MoBr' ( = 'MoBrSoSo') . We could therefore elaborate 
our labels in Table 4 by marking those already labeled there as 'intrusive' 
as 'doubly intrusive' (intruding into both of the two reciprocal categories) , 
and labeling qumbaQara and tambargara as 'Singly intrusive'. The terminology 
used is not particularly important; the main point is that the use of dyadic 
forms in referential functions normally carried out by linear kin terms 
correlates very strongly with spouse and affinal categories (as usual, 
we use these terms loosely to include genealogically specified potential 
spouses and affines) . 

There is one other category which sometimes uses dyadic terms in this 
individual referential function. There is a special kin term muI1umuftu applied 
to patrilateral cross-cousins (FaSiCh) or father's patrilateral cross
cousins; the term can also be extended downward in a patrilineal line (if 
a man is your munumuffu, you can also call his children and son's children 
muf\umuftu) . (Host languages in the area have no equivalent term, combining 
FaSiCh with MoBrCh as 'cross cousin', and even in Mara the usage of the term 
is somewhat restricted.) The reciprocal of munumunu is, in the most salient 
cases, 'Mo' for female and 'MoBr' for male referent. In REF2 and REF] forms 
for muf1umunu we normally ge t dyadic magara (ordinarily '}:!oBr and SiCh') or 

gatijgara (ordinarily 'Mo and Ch') , since munumuf1u itself can apparently 
be used only in vocative and REF1 uses. 

Given that some 'basic' kin terms are really special uses of dyadic terms, 
how does the morphology and syntax come to grips with the contradiction 
between singular referential sense (e.g., 'his Wi') and the fact that the 
term appears to have an inherent dual reference? Basically, when a dyadic 
term is used in singular referential function, it occurs as a predicative 
(i.e., verb-like) expression of the type 'X and Y are to each other'. 
Like other intransitive verbs or nominal/adjectival predicates, these forms 
require an intransitive pronominal prefix specifying the pronominal category 
of the 'subject' of the 'sentence'. The four primary functions (vocative, 
REF1, REF2, and REF3) of linear kin terms correspond in these predicative 
dyadic forms to 1st inclusive, 1st exclusive, 2nd, and 3rd person pronominal 
subject forms (Table 5) . 

For example, the category ' (man's) Br-Wi' (younger Br's Wi) corresponds 
to no linear kin term, so the dyadic form miyaQgay must be used in all four 
basic functions (as well as the true dyadic function) . Both the man and the 



Erefix 

I}a-
I}iri-
I}uru-
wur-
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TABLE 5 

Morphology of Mara Dyadic Terms 

Used as Simple Kin Terms 

literal sense Eractical sense 

'you and I are X and Y '  ' hey you , (my )  X or Y 1 ' 
' he/she and I are X and y '  'my X or y '  (REF l )  
'he/she and you are X and Y '  ' your X or y '  (REF2) 
' they (Du) are X and y '  'his/her X or Y '  (REF3) 

(vocative ) 

Note : X and Y are reciprocal kin categories such as MoBr and 
Si Gh. In an actual instance of referring in this usage , only one 
( X  or Y )  is involved. 

� - - - - - - - -

woman in this relationship address each other as Qa-miya9gay , literally 
a predicative form ' you and I are in the miyasgay relationship ! ' .  When 
speaking to a third party , each can refer to the other (in REF l function) 
as I}i ri-miyaggay ' he/she and I are in the miyasgay relationship ' ,  and so 
forth. 

In the REF3 form , the same predicative construction is transparently 
present when the prefix �- is used (see Table 5) , as in �-miyaggay. 
However , nominal/adj ectival predicates in this language often omit the 
prefixes in the case of third persons , and perhaps as a specific instance of 
this the REF3 forms based on dyadic kin terms often omit the �- . This per
mits reinterpretation of miy aggay and other intrusive dyadic stems as not 
always being truly (or at least overtly) dyadic. Thus , when the practical 
sense intended is 'his Br-Wi ' or ' her HuBr+ ' ,  the form can show up in the 
sentence as the overtly dyadic (and predicative) wur-miyaggay or else in the 
simpler forms miyaggay ' her HuBr+ ' or �-miyaggay ' his Br-Wi '.  These show the 
regular affixes for Sg human nouns , here M zero and F n- (for absolutive 
case) . Although this option is not available in the vocative , REF l ' or REF2 
functions , its e xistence in the third person forms suggests a degree of 
structural ambivalence and instability in the intrusive functions of dyadic 
terms. 

Even when the form itself is unmistakably dyadic (hence nonsingular) and 
predicative , if the practical sense is individual reference we get singular 
cross-reference , as in this examp l e :  

( 3) I}iri-miya�gay wu-�ini 
my Br-Wi he/she went 
'My Br-Wi went. ' 

Here the initial noun is the predicative dyadic form literally glossab le as 
' she and I are in the miyaggay relationship ' ,  and insofar as this noun 
acts as the grammatical subj ect of the following verb form we would exp ect 
something like ' she and I are in the miyaggay relationship , (and) we went'. 
However , it is not ' we '  which functions as the semantic subj ect of ' go ' , 
rather ' she ' (my Br-Wi ) , so the practical meaning of �-miyaggay in this 
instance is ' my Br-Wi ' .  In accordance with the semantics , the verb ' to go ' 
is marked for 3Sg (not lExPl) subject by the prefix wu-. 

In addition to p redicative dyadic expr essions , there is one other unusual 
intrusion into the system of simple kin terms. For the category ' younger 
B r-in-law ' (i.e. , SiHu or WiBr younger than Ego , with Ego mal e) , the four 
basic forms are these : vocative mimi-li , REF l mimi-.1:!:., REF2 milga+o.i-i!:., and 
REF3 milga+wu-i!:. . The first two of these are related to the stem seen in 
mimi 'FaMo (Br) " though the sp ecific surface forms in the two categories are 
kept distinct by usage of different affixes. ( A  man ' s  Brs-in-law , actual and 
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po ten tial , are o rdinarily S o S o s  to men whom Ego calls mimi , so this is a 
kind of al terna te-generation termino l o g ical merging , excep t that the forms 
are kep t dis tinc t b y  affixes . )  The REF 2 and REF 3 forms , on the o ther hand , 
look l ike verb forms rather than nouns . Thus �- is the regular 2S g ( o r  
transi tive 2 S g  o n  3S'g obj e c t )  prefix with verbs , and �- is likewis e  the 
3 S g  ( o r  3Sg on 3 S g )  prefix with verbs . The ending -j! is identi cal to the 
p a s t  punc tual fo rm o f  a common transi tive auxiliary verb , which leaves 
milga in the s truc tural posi tion o f  a verb -par ticle ( henc e we us e the + 

b o undary symbo l ) . I t  is no t pos sib le to translate thes e  fo rms l i terally , 
b u t  there is a noun milga ' hip ' ref erring to a b o dy part which is o f ten 
asso ciated in this p ar t  of Aus tralia with the s p o use relationship ( and can 
thus b e  extended f airly na turally to the b ro ther-in-law relationship) . We 
can thus , very crudely , glo s s  milga+l;1i-j i as ' yo u  "hipped " him ' , and 
milga+wu-j! as ' he "hipped " him ' , wi th the p ractical meanings ' yo ur younger 
Br-in-law ' and ' his yo unger B r-in-law ' , respec tively . 

At any rate , here we have a nondyadic p redi c ative exp res s ion ( a  trans i tive 
verb f o rm) fun c t ioning as a singular kin term s emanti cally ( and syn t ac tically , 
s ince i t  is cro s s - r e f erenced by a S g  p ronominal form) . I t  is now obvio us that 
even the mo s t  narrow analysis of ' b as ic ' kin te rms mus t go b eyond reco rding 
and glos sing the usual nonpredica tive linear terms by also examining dyadic 
and verb al forms which spill over fun c t io nally' into this domain . ( I n addi
tio n ,  i t  is necess ary to consider all f o ur of the b as i c  vo c a tive and refer
ential func tions to see how all o f  these f o rms interac t . )  A considerab l e  
amount o f  interes ting seman t i c  p a t terning emerges , wi th ' s pouse ' and ' af f inal ' 
cat e go ries ( even though they also have genealo gi cal ref erents , such as 
MoMoBrDaDa equival ent to ' Wi ' )  exh ib it ing specialis ed features which s e t  
them o f f  from o thers . 

6 .  Fur ther dis cus s ion o f  synt ax . 

Leaving aside the s p ecial in t rus ive ( s ingular referen tial ) func tions o f  
some o f  the Mara dyadic f o rms , w e  now analyse some maj or charac teris tics o f  
dyadic kin terms in t h e  normal sens e . 

Simple line ar kin terms like ' my Fa ' can b e  us e d  eit her when the kinship 
relatio nship i t self is f o cus s e d  on ( as in predi ca tions , intro du c t ions of 
new noun phrases into the dis course , e tc . ) , or merely as a kind of resumptive 
or anapho ric index f o r  a re ferent who ha s already b een introduced in the 
dis course . 

On the o ther hand , dyadic terms are mo s t  o f ten used in con texts where the 
kins hip rela tionship is f o c al ( f oregrounded) . Typ i cally , they o c cur in the 
f o rm o f  nominal p redi cates , which ( in mo s t  o f  the languages treated here ) 
means that they take pronominal prefixes like tho s e  used w i th int rans i t ive 
verb s : 

(4)  �uru-wac-j amia-go ? 
2Du-bo th-sp o us e-Dyadic 
' Yo u  two are sp ous e s  (Hu and Wi) . '  (�alakan) 

They can take fur ther modif ying elemen ts , perhaps specifying the clos eness 
or intens i ty of the rela tions hip : 

( 5 )  b uru-wa�-yapa-go ? -b indi 
3Du-b o th-s is t er-Dyadi c-really 
' They are real sis ters ( i . e . ,  from the same parent s ) . '  (�al akan) 

Ano ther us age , ac tually only s l i gh tly dif fe rent from that seen in the above 
examples , is app o s i tional . In this cons truc t io n ,  a noun phrase ( e . g . , a 3Du 
pronoun o r  an express ion l ike ' two men ' )  is in tro duc ed , and is then fol lowed 
by an exp lanatory paren the ti cal aside consis ting of a dyadic form whi ch 
sp ecifies the rela t ionship o f  the two p ersons to each o ther ( i t  thus functions 
as a p redi catio n , though it is no t always over tly predi ca tive in form) : 
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( 6 )  Yiri�-j uy ? -mi� bo�i , �uru-wi�i-nat? marawul - ? gun ,  
he sent us now you (Pl) poor things die of  hunger 
mirpara-gapul , wa�-bo lo-pira� , yirka ? -b ira? marke-go ? ,  
children b o th old people we (ExDu) FaS i-Dyadi c 
yiri-!ab o , mu-wapawapa ? yiri�-j a ? -wo ?wo . 
we (Pl) went dress he gave us 
' Then he s en t  us , (saying) "You poor things mus t b e  dying o f  hunger , 1 1  

.( along wi th) all the chil dren . The two old ladies , and we two -
FaS i and B rDa -, we wen t . Then he gave us some clo thes . '  (�alakan) 

Here marke-� is in apposition to the p erson pronoun yirka ? -b i ra? A more 
complex example : 

( 7 )  Wula-ya-j , �a-qaya�-gan �a-ba�am-gan wu�a-�-a , �iwa mayawa 
they went at o ther a t  camp they s a t  here now 
qa�a-yag , malga w�a-�iwi��ag �iqgi ,  gari qa!iman wu�a-yi�i , 
we go then they reached i t  i t  there south they went 
gayi j a� 0-j aygi-b ; b a�am bural a�-bu 
no t re turn he did no t country ( name of sub s e c tion) 
gamira�-bu �a-yamaraq-gu �a-burala-wu , 
(name o f  subsec t ion) for correct one s for (name of .sub s e ction) 
�a-gamira-wu , yamaraq-garan , wawa-yi , b aqa-yi . 
for (name o f  sub s e ction) co rrect ( Du) B r-Dyadi c Fa-Dyadic 
' They went and sat down in ano the r p l a ce ( camp) . ( They said , )  "Here 

now , l e t ' s  go ! "  Th en they reached i t  ( the s ea) . They went there , 
south . He ( kangaroo) did no t re turn . ( That) coun try is for the 
people o f  the Burala and Gamara ( Gamira) sub s e c tions - for tho se 
two app ropriate (subsect ions ) , B urala and Gamar a .  ( They are) the 
two appropriate ones , b ro th ers of each o ther , fa thers and sons o f  
each o ther . '  (Maqarayi) 

This is from a myth which , among o ther things , ac co un ts for the relation
ship b e tween a par ticular sac red locat ion and two sub s e ctions , which toge ther 
form a patrilineal descent group ( Burala men have Gamara sons and vice vers a ,  
s o  the two al ternate across generations in patril ineal lines) . The dyadic 
expressions o c cur at the end and are in tended to explain the rel ationship 
b e tween Burala and Gamara . Here ' b ro thers of each o ther ' indicates the 
regular kinship rela tionship of men within a sub s e c tion ( e . g . , Gamara men 
are b ro thers to o th er Gamara men) , while ' fa thers and sons o f  each o ther ' 
describ es th e relationships among men across the Gamara-Burala divi s ion . Toe 
ne t effect of the j uxtaposi tion o f  the two dyadi c express ions is to indicate 
tha t an entire patrilineal des cent group (equivalent to a patrilineal semi
moi e ty )  is involved . 

In such apposi t ional cons tructions as tha t in ( 6 ) , we have a s emanti cally 
nonsingular dyadic form j uxtaposed to ano ther semanti cally nonsingular noun 
o r  pronoun . ( In ( 7 ) the sub sec tion terms are over tly singular in form but 
actually refer to collectivi tie s . )  This cons truction differs from tha t of 
exhaus tive listing . Here we have a nonsingular noun or pronoun which is then 
mo re fully spec�£�ed by lis ting the individuals it includes .  This is a kind 
of apposi tional ( parenthe tical ) clarif ication,  b u t  one in whi ch dyadi c 
terms are no t normally used : 

( 8) Yir-wo�wo �-ma-qi� 
we (Du) s tole 
'We s tole cat tle , 

b uligi , 
bul lo ck 
X ( name 

yirka ? X ,  qayka ? 
we (Du) (name )  I 
o f  a man) and I . ' (�al akan) 

In the usual app o s i tional cons tru c t ion seen in ( 6 ) , a dyadi c term is 
appropriate s ince i t  indi ca tes the kinship relat ionship b e tween two (or mo re) 
referents , one o f  whom may already b e  known (as in ( 6 ) , where one memb er 
of the dyad is the s peaker) . The exhaus tive lis ting typ e in (6) is an al ter
native s trat2gy , mos t  appropriate when the individuals are identified by 
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per sonal names o r  o ther nonrelational des crip tions . It should be no ted tha t 
in mo s t  Aus tralian languages , referring to people b y  kinship rela tions 
(whe ther us ing dyadi c terms as in ( 4 )  or s imple linear terms ) is extremely 
cOlllInon . 

In a rela tivel y small per centage o f  text o c currences , dyadi c kin te rms 
func tion a s  o rdinary nouns , taking up one o f  the re gular cas e roles in a 
sen tence ( e . g . , as s ub j e c t  or ob j e c t  o f  a verb ) . Examina tion o f  �1attarayi and 
ijalakan data sugges ts that subj e c t  ( trans itive o r  intrans i tive) and geni tive
dative ( formally a single ca tegory) were the mos t  common cases involve d . 
These examp les are from �alakan : 

( 9 )  Mokol-go ? -yi ? j u-go ? j e  
Fa-Dyadi c-Erga t ive tha t ( FS g) 
' Fa and So hi t tha t o ld woman . '  

j ugu-b olo 
old woman 

bur-bo ? b o . 
they ( Du) hi t he r 

( 10 )  Mo kol -go ? -gon �u-mu-wakiri-wo mungu-may , buru-marawul-me-n 
Fa-Dyadi c-for I b rough t i t  veg e t ab l e  food they ( Du) are hungry 
' I  b rough t food for Fa and S o , ( b e caus e )  they are hungry . '  

In some cas e s , as in the following Ma�arayi example , the dyadi c term is 
s igni f icant seman tically s ince the behaviour in que s t ion is abno rmal or 
imp roper for persons rela ted in the manner indicated : 

( 1 1 )  Gagag-j i wur-yu-y . 
MoMoBr-Dyadic they ( Du )  slep t 
' A  MoMoBr and his S iDaDa were sleeping ( i . e . ,  married) . '  

Al though marriage b e tween MoMoBr and SiDaDa o c cas ionally o c curs ( chiefly as 
a s e cond or later marriage ) , it is o f f i cially disap p rove d o f . Here the speaker 
is poin tedly ref erring to the rela tionship the man and woman have to each 
o ther by using a dyadi c t e rm ,  g iving a go s s ipy flavour . 

To some exten t ,  use o f  dif f e rent dyadi c te rms wi th verb s  meaning ' to figh t ' 
or the like gives the app earance o f  requi rin g  spe cial verb s tems as though 
the re we re an ' agreemen t '  sys tem . This is , however , basi cal ly a fun c tion of 
the more gene ral cules of lingui s t i c  us age ( avo idance language and various 
' level s ' of res p e c t )  whi ch are sensi tive to kins hip re la tions . The choi ce of 
verb meaning ' to figh t ' thus depends on wh e the r the comb a tants are in rela
tively uncons t rained re lationships to each o ther ( e . g . , grandp arent and 
grand chil d) , in somewhat cons trained rel ationships ( s ib lings ) , or in avoidance 
o r  hi gh-res p ect relationship s (MoMoBrCh and re cip ro cal ) . Hence these examples 
( from Mattarayi ) : 

( 1 2)  Ja-wur-mama j -mi-nj iyi-n ga�j i-yi . 
they fight ( avo idance 19 . )  MoMoB rCh-Dyadic 
' Avo idance rela tives are figh ting . '  

( 1 3)  Ja-wur-j a+? -mi-nj iyi-n b ab a-yi . 
they b ump each o ther s ib lings 
' S iblings are figh ting . ' 

( 14)  Gagag-j i j a-wur-b u-yi-n . 
Mo Mo (Br) -Dyadic they fight Reeip . 
' Grandp arent ( Mo Mo or MoMoBr) and grandchild are f ighting . '  

Here ( 14 )  shows the unmarked verb ' to fight ' ( r e cipro cal o f  -bu- ' to hi t ' ) , 
also used in contexts where kins hip relations are not spe cified . ( 1 1 ) shows 
a spe cial expr ess ion used chi e fl y  for s ib lings fighting each o ther , while 
( 10 )  has a verb used specifi cally for avo idance rel a tionship s .  

7 .  Con clusion . 

Dyad i c  terms have typ ically b een ne glected b o th b y  anthrop o lo gis t s  and 
linguis ts working on Aus tralian kinship . I t  may b e  tha t in some languages 
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in other nearby languages . In Merlan ' s  o ther paper , this volume , on Ma�arayi 
egocentri c / al ter centri c modes o f  reference , Figure 1 pres ents � ' Mo ' ,  but 
the ac companying dis cussion in the text of the paper points out tha t j us t  this 
category has a supple tive form gala ( reduced form -la-) for non- 1 s t  person 
proposi tus . In the Ngandi l�ngua:ge , which is s till closer ( geographi cally 
and gene tic ally) to Nunggubuyu , we find ' Mo ' turning up as -gana-� for 1st 
person and -qele for 2nd/ 3rd p erson propo s i tus . ( Fo r  qana-� cf . perhaps 
�alakan mana� ' Mo ' . ) S ince ' Mo ' and ' MoBr ' are closely rel ated ca tegories 
and s ince his tori cal semantic shif ts from one to the o ther are attested else
where even wi thin Nunggubuyu , it is clear tha t Nunggubuyu ngali -jii is b ased 
':e trno logi cally on the same p ro to-forms as these Ngandi and Manarayi kin terms 
(� is the same as � in dif ferent o r thographi c sys tems ) . This is one example 
o f  how at tention to irregul ar dyadi c forms can lead to recons truct ions of 
kin te rms . 

The Nunggubuyu dyadi c form �-nYi� has a variant awa�-nYij , and in the 
plural dyadic form we ge t m�j-b a�-� o r  mij -b awa�-nYij ( less o f ten 
mij-gan-nYij or mij-gawa�-n ij) . This sugges ts a pro to -form *bawa�- or 
*baba�- for the roo t and a his tori cal conne ction with b ab a  ' Fa '  seems qui te 
poss ib le . No t e  that thi s etymology , like that for ngali-jij , points to a 
dyadic form with a s tem represen ting the senior of the two re cipro cal cate
gories . 

3A few clarifying commen ts are in order on the matter of whi ch dyadic terms 
are in trusive in the sense indi cated . In Table 4 ,  the �NO al ternat� dyadi c  
forms for ' MoMoBrSo and FaSiDaCn '  are j awula and narj a�a ,  and only the firs t 
o f  thes e  is lis ted as in trusive . The s econd form is also shown in the tab le 
for ' MoMoBrDa and FaSiDaCh ' but is no t lis ted as intrus ive there ei ther . 
In a sense , however , narj a�a can b e  regarded as intrus ive . In the sense 
' MoMoBrDa ' ,  the REF 1 form eli ci ted was �-�-narj a�a-�, which has the form of 
a (nonpredicative) noun (hence FSg prefix �- , wi th me aningless prefix -�
inserted on phonologi cal grounds ) .  Al though it is no t in the predicative 
form *Qiri-narj a+a ' She and I are a narj ala pair ' parallel to o ther in trusive 
dyadi c  fo rms for o ther catego ries , �-�-narj a�a-� do es app ear to be derived 
from dyadic narjala by adding a 1st person ending -�. The REF2 form is 
likewise �-�-narj a�a-mar with 2nd p erson ending . ( The RE?3 form is supple tive 
�-�. ) Al though we do no t have the same cons truc tion seer. with other 
intrus ive dyadic forms , there is s till an apparen tly privileged s tatus for 
the dyadi c term on morpho log ical grounds . 

S imilarl y ,  for ' WiFa and DaHu ' the dyadic form �amb argara , shown in 
Table 4 as based on the line ar term for 'WiFa ' , is ac tually r.o t so clearly in 
this derivative status . The only simpler form in the vo cative and referen tial 
func tions is lamb ara ,  att ested as one o f  two possib le vo ca tive forms for 
' WiFa ' ( and classific atory counterparts) . However , this is also the usual 
term for 'WiFa ' in lo cal creo le , has recently spread into numerous other 
Abo ri ginal languages , and in general is s trongly susp ected of b eing a recent 
introduction . The o ther paradigmatic forms for 'WiFa ' are all in predica tive 
form and are b ased on dyadic �amb argara (be coming tambargara-� wi th 1 s t  
person ending in REF 1 func tion) , e . g . , �uru-�ambargara ' your WiFa ' (literall y ,  
' He and you are a ta:mbargara pair ' )  . 

When these facts are taken into considera tion , the as s o cia tion between 
intrus ive functions o f  dyadic fo rms and those kinship categories which tend to 
be thought of as p o tential spouse and in-law cate go ries b e comes even closer 
than is indicated in Tab le 4 .  


